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Abstract — Face recognition is a technique used for security 
purpose. Face recognition is a biometric system. It is used 
world widely in various real time fields. Face recognition is a 
biometric system which uses various algorithms or techniques 
for the purpose of identification and security [1]. Face 
recognition is a n advancement in the field of image analysis.  
The reason behind the trend of face recognition system is 
advancements in commercial and law enforcement field and 
existence of such a feasible and dynamic technology [2]. It is a 
computer based automatic system which identifies the person 
by matching the inputted digital image with the saved patterns. 
A database is used to save the facial characteristics. The 
digital device is used which scans the individuals face. A 
biometric facial recognition system is used for the purpose of 
security normally in those areas where people are the centre of 
attraction [3]. Face recognition is a center of attraction for the 
researchers also due to its increased usability. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Face recognition is a biometric system which is used for the 
purpose of identification of an individual. Growing use of 
biometrics has increased the research work done in the field of 
face recognition. Face recognition is a section of pattern 
recognition. IN face recognition system an individual’s face is 
scanned by a digital device. Along with the face other 
characteristics are also scanned like fingerprints, Iris 
recognition.  Face Recognition system is much popular in 
many of the fields the main and the important one is 
recognition or can say as the security or authentication 
purpose. Researchers found this topic very interesting that 
they use to do lots of researches in this field. There are some 
conventional techniques used for face recognition. Earlier 

PCA was used for face recognition. The disadvantage of 
existing techniques was that it used only PCA that worked 
with small data sets but proved to be inefficient when it comes 
to working on large data sets. To overcome this limitation a 
technique named as PCA and K-mean clustering is used. This 
technique is combination of K-mean algorithm along with 
PCA. Other techniques used for biometric face recognition are 
like LDA, KPCA (Kernel PCA). PCA will give significant 
results for small data-sets and K-mean clustering approach is 
efficient for large data sets. This combined technique works 
better for task of face recognition on both small as well as 
large data sets and hence is an efficient technique for face 
recognition [1]. 

II. TECHNIQUES OF FACE RECOGNITION 
Various techniques have been used till date for the process of 
face recognition and each had its own advantages and 
disadvantages. Some of the techniques for face recognition has 
been described below: 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

PCA is a mathematical tool or technique which transforms the 
correlated variables to a number of uncorrelated variables. 
This technique is widely used in image compression and 
image classification. It includes process namely principal 
components which are used to transform the correlated 
variables. It computes a compact and optimal description of 
the data set.  
The first principle monitors the changes in data and each or 
every related component monitors the remaining variance as 
possible. First principal component is used to monitor the 
maximum variance. The second principal component is 
constrained exist in the subspace perpendicular of the first. 
The third principal component is used for maximum variance 
in the subspace perpendicular to the first, second and so on. 
The PCA is also known as Karhunen-Loève transform or the 
Hostelling transform. The basis vectors of PCA depend upon 
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the data set because it does not have a inbuilt set of basis 
vectors like FFT, DCT and wavelet etc. 
The principal component analysis (PCA) is the alternative or 
subsequent method of IHS-based methods. Whereas MS band 
may correlate. The PCA converts the correlated MS bands into 
a set of uncorrelated components; say PC1, PC2, and PC3… 
The first principle component (PC1) also refers to the PAN 
image. Therefore, the fusion schemes of PCA and HIS is 
similar: 
(1) Perform IR to PAN and MS, and resample MS. 
(2) Convert the MS bands to PC1, PC2, PC3… by using PCA 
transform. 
(3) Match the histogram of PAN to the histogram of PC1. 
(4) Replace PC1 with PAN. 
(5) Change PAN, PC2, PC3 … back by reverse PCA. 
 
 
 
                     PCA  
                 transform 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IR-RS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  Histogram      Replace PC1  
                  Match Pan       with PAN 
                    to PC1 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Fusion Scheme of PCA 
 
LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) 
LDA is an approach used for face recognition. It is a statistical 
approach used to compare the unknown patterns with known 
patterns. This method use variables like continuous 
independent and category based dependent variable. This 
approach also used PCA for low dimension representation. 

LDA use classes which are based on the database by dividing 
the database into number of classes. On the basis of segmented 
classes LDA perform various operations. The classes are 
randomly created by using sample database. Two approaches 
are used in this LDA method as follows:[21] 

 Class dependent transformation:  It is used to 
increase the ratio between scatter within variance and 
scatter between variance. 

 Class independent transformation: It is used to 
increase the overall ratio. 

Biometric Systems 
A biometric system is a computer System which performs the 
Biometric recognition Algorithms for biometric Technique. 
Sensing, Feature Extraction and Matching Modules are the 
mai8n components of a biometric System. A biometric sensor 
senses the biometric parameter such as fingerprints sensors 
and digital camera gives the output in the Digital form. The 
irrelevant information is discarded form the acquired samples 
by using the feature of Extraction the remaining extracted and 
discriminatory information is normally used for Matching 
Process. During the process of Matching, A Query is 
generated by the biometric Sample that is matched with the 
reference information stored in the database and generates the 
identity associated with the Query.  
Normally the operations of biometric system are divided into 
two stages as Follows: 

 Enrollment 
 Recognition 

Enrollment is a Stage in which the biometric information 
related to a person is stored in a database.  This reference 
information can be in the form of templates or biometric 
sample itself. Templates contain the extracted features from 
the biometric sample or parameters of mathematical models 
that best characterizes the extracted features. In some 
application biometric parameters such as name, id is also 
stored along with biometric references. In case of loss of 
personal identity information such as unknown latent prints 
lifted from crime scene, anonymous authentication etc. the 
reference is used with system generated Id for future use.  

  In Recognition Stage, firstly the scanning of users biometric 
traits is done, Secondly extraction takes place and then the 
process of Matching is performed corresponding to the 
reference biometric information stored in the database. A high 
similarity score between the query and the reference data 
results in the user’s authentication and identification. The 
fingerprints matching System is a best Example to know the 
working of any biometric system. Minutiae are the most 
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commonly used features of fingerprint System. In a fingerprint 
image, these are defined as: 

1. Ridge ending  
2. Ridge bifurcation 

A minutia is represented in terms of a triplet (x, y, θ), where 
(x, y) locates its position and θ represents the local orientation 
of the ridge at that minutia. According to the position of the 
user’s finger on the sensor and characteristics of fingerprint 
sensor (e.g., sensor area), there are 20 to 70 minutiae in a 
fingerprint image. 
According to the Query and Reference represents in term of 
minutiae the matching module has to monitor that whether the 
prints are impressions of the same finger or not. Figure 2 
illustrates the process of matching. The number of minutiae 
may vary in two fingerprints in case of variations in finger 
placement and pressure on the sensor. Besides this, , the 
fingerprints need to be aligned (or registered) also. After 
aligning the two fingerprints, the number of matched 
(or corresponding) minutiae is determined and a similarity, or 
match score, is defined in terms of the number of alternate 
minutiae. In ideal finger imaging situations, not all minutiae 
from query and template prints from the same finger can be 
matched. So the matcher has to use the threshold (a system 
parameter) to match the pair of minute .It is declared that both 
the patterns are of same individual when the match score 
exceeds the threshold. 

 
Figure 2 Biometric System Operations 

 

Biometric System Operation: Fingerprint Case Study 
Functions performed by Biometric recognition systems are as 
follows: 

(a) Verification (“whether the claimed identity is true or 
invalid?”). 

(b) Identification (“Is this person in the database?”) 
Verification:  Verification can be understand with the help 
o following example, Suppose  a person claims that he is 
John Doe and use his fingerprint;  then by comparing or 
matching the offered pattern (query or input) and the 
existing pattern (reference) associated with the claimed 
(John Doe) identity , the Claim can be accepted or 
rejected by the recognition system. The fields where 
verification is applied are as follows: 

 Physical fields like entrance to a building, 
 Logical access control like computer login, 
 Transactions at a bank ATM, 
 Purchases of credit cards, 
 Management of medical records. 

Identification:  By using the pre-defined biometric samples, 
the system matches that whether this pattern is according to 
the largely enrolled patterns or not. Two identification 
Scenarios are as follows: 

 Positive identification 
 Negative identification 

In Positive Identification, the person insists that the biometric 
system knows him. Whereas in Negative Identification the 
scenario is totally opposite, in this the user or individual 
claims that system does not know him. In both of the cases , 
the system firstly gathers individual’ biometric samples and 
compare with all the templates in database and then either can 
refuse or accept the individual’s acclaim. Examples of positive 
identification systems are Pin-Less access control and welfare 
disposal schemes. Driver license issuance and watch-list 
surveillance are some related examples of negative 
identification systems. 
 

III. RELATED WORK 
Xiaoguang Lu et al. (2003) [1], In this Paper, author defines 
that face recognition technique gains much popularity among 
users and researchers. This In recent years face recognition 
has received substantial attention from both research 
communities and the market, but still remained very 
challenging in real applications. A lot of face recognition 
algorithms, along with their modifications, have been 
developed during the past decades. A number of typical 
algorithms are presented, being categorized into appearance 
based and model-based schemes. For appearance-based 
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methods, three linear subspace analysis schemes are presented, 
and several non-linear manifold analysis approaches for face 
recognition are briefly described. The model-based approaches 
are introduced, including Elastic Bunch Graph matching, 
Active Appearance Model and 3D Morphable Model methods. 
A number of face databases available in the public domain and 
several published performance evaluation results are digested. 
Future research directions based on the current recognition 
results are pointed out. 
Vijay H Mankar, (2012) [2], In this paper author defines that 
Face recognition has gain large popularity among users due to 
its quality of providing security. Face recognition is a 
technique applied for the purpose of security and it widely 
used for real time applications. Over few last year’s many 
algorithms or techniques have been developed by the 
researchers.  It use many algorithm for the purpose of 
authentication and identification. Some techniques like PCA, 
LDA, ICA, SVM. Gabor wavelet like Artificial Neural 
Network is used for recognition purpose. Above techniques 
solve the problems related to face recognition like 
illumination, face expressions, change in posture..  
Faizan Ahmad, (2012) [3] In this paper author explains the 
face recognition system as the part of image or video.  Face 
recognition system is used for those applications or fields 
where the centre of attraction is people. The images or videos 
are stored in the surveillance digital camera. Then various 
features of characteristics are used for the purpose of pattern 
matching. Face recognition system has many advantages or 
disadvantages. The main advantage of  face recognition 
system is the acceptance and uniqueness. In this paper author 
evaluated face detection  algorithms and techniques. All the 
used algorithms are the solution to the various pr9blems 
related to the face detection technology and provide the highly 
accurate output. Solution is proposed based on performed tests 
on various face rich databases in terms of subjects, pose, 
emotions, race and light.  

Renu Bhatia et al. (2013) [4] in this paper author defines that 
face recognition is Biometrics system. The people use this for 
the purpose of security. It has widely used for real time 
applications. The examples are use in forensic laboratories, for 
criminal security system. It is a system which compares the 
existing patterns with inputted patterns. It uses the following 
characteristics for the purpose of identification like 
fingerprints of individual, voice recognition, retina scan etc. 
All the biological characteristics are used in pattern matching 
for identification and authentication. In this paper author 
defines the biometric techniques like face recognition, iris-
retina scans. 
NAVNEET JINDAL ET AL. (2013) [7] In this author defines that 
face recognition system is a biometric system. It is used for 
authentication and identification. face recognition system used 
large database to store pre-defined patterns. the inputted 
patterns are compared with the already existing patterns. if 
patterns are matched then to authenticate the identity 
otherwise it will be discarded. many techniques and 
algorithms are used for this purpose. in this paper extraction 
process is defined along with pca based eigen face 
computation methods. author also defines the process of 
detection along with multi layered feed forward ann with the 
help of back propagation. 
Seema Verma, (2013) [8] in this author defines that biometric 
system is widely used in many real world fields. Lots of 
researches are still going on about this. In this paper author 
suggests many biometric techniques of face recognition. Many 
algorithms and techniques are used for face recognition 
system. Some algorithms are defined and used in this paper. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Face recognition technologies have been related generally 
with very high-priced pinnacle comfortable programs. Sure 
applications of face recognition technology at the moment are 
fee effective, dependable and exceptionally correct. As a result 
there aren't any technological or financial boundaries for 
stepping from the pilot assignment to extensive deployment. 
Although there are some weaknesses of facial recognition 
system, there is a superb scope in India. This system can be 
efficiently utilized in ATM’s ,identifying replica citizens, 
passport and visa verification, riding license verification, in 
protection, competitive and other exams, in governments and 
private sectors. People should listen and promote  packages of 
facial popularity system in India in diverse fields by way of 
giving low in cost guide and appreciation [13]. Face 
recognition is a both hard and essential popularity method. 
amongst all the biometric techniques, face reputation approach 
possesses one superb gain, that is its user-friendliness (or non-
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intrusiveness) [13]. In this paper, we've got given an 
introductory survey for the face reputation technology. 
Various techniques of face recognition have been reviewed 
and various related papers have been studied. 
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